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TIGER-GAMECOCK CLASSIC TODAY
Clemson Notables
Royal Bengals To
Make Predictions
Meet Gamecocks
ELEVENS READY FOR
STATE FAIR CLASH

Roving Reporter Discovers
Varied Opinions Among
Camps Celebrities

Neeleymen Ready To Show
Unexpected Scoring
,*Punch In Tilt
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By Ben Cantey
Rambling around the campus the
past week, this reporter has endeavored to get the opinions of various campus notables as to how
the Carolina game will come out.
Although there was some variances as to the final score, the
general consensus of opinion is
that the Tigers will come out on
the long end of the score.
Opinions Vary
Mr. Metz: The team has played
better this year than ever before,
and if they keep up their fine playing against Carolina, they are
bound to win.
Dr. Daniel: The team has played remarkably fine football all season. It seems to me that the boys
have been putting every ounce of
energy they could muster in their
games to date, and I think we will
' beat Carolina by one touchdown.
Doc McCollum: Judging by the
way the two teams have been playing so far, I think Clemson will win
by a score of 12 to 6.
Francis Bell: I don't think that
(Continued on Page Eight)

By Their Words
"You are brilliant sociologists if
you can pass this course without
reading the text book."
—Bloom
"No horse-play, please, gentlemen; this is no barn."
—Sheldon
"It's strange how the population
in a town increases after I make
a- speech in it."
—Daniel
"It's appalling how little you
men know."
—Ramsey

When Coach Jess. Neely's Royal Bengals Swing into action against Coach Don McCallister's highflying Gamecocks, Bengal supporters will be depending upon the Tiger stalwarts pictured above to
carry Clemson's colors to victory. The mem (left to right) Pearson, Wiles, McFadden, Willis, and
Woods have performed consistently throughout the season. Pearson and Wiles are fast, shifty, backs
who, in addition to being excellent blockers, carry a great scoring threat. Willis, with his terrific
line-smashing tactics and McFadden with his brilliant pass receiving and punting are expected to cause
the Gamecocks plenty of trouble. .Charlie Woods, brilliant center who has carried on in Captain Harold Lewis' place, is noted for his excellent defensive play and he is being counted upon to make it difficult for Gamecock backs who attempt to pass the line of scrimmage.
t

TAU BETA PI TAPS TEN OUTSTANDING STUDENTS
Throngs To Attend Fair Today
For Exhibits And Grid Classic
Shows,

biggest

midway

in

Seven Seniors and Three Juniors Taken Into Engineering Frat

the

Tiger-Gamecock Game Heads country will provide entertainment Tau Beta Pi recently tapped ten
College Day At 68th
outstanding engineering .students,
'for the fair visitors. j
three
juniors and seven seniors,
Annual Fair
i The present grounds, east of CoBy Jake Smith
Tomorrow, the 68th Annual
State Fair will open its doors for
the fourth day of the greatest educational, entertaining event in the
\state during the year.
Between twenty and thirty thousand people from over the entire
state and neighboring states will
throng the fair grounds to participate in this event and to witness the traditional football game
between *ne University of South
^Carolina and Clemson College.
Improvements Made.
Several improvements have been
made in the fair grounds this year.
No longer will the visitors pass
through clouds of dust raised from
the dry paths by hundreds of passing feet. New roads have been
paved throughout the fair grounds.
Another gratifying improvement
has been made in the replacing of
the old dilapidated structures,
housing the lunch rooms, with new
sanitary buildings. World of Mirth

lumbia, was purchased about thirty years ago. The large steel
building, which had been used elsewhere, was purchased by the society, who moved it to its present
site. There always has been a race
track on the state fair grounds.
It is now used for training and exercising the race horses shipped
from all parts of eastern United
States. The management is controlled by Buxton Brothers, who
furnish accommodations to trainers of some of the best known race
stables in all eastern United States.
Greatest Show.
Perhaps the greatest show at
the fair is housed in the steel
building: the community exhibits
and individual farm Displays, and
those exhibited by Clemson College,
Winthrop College, State Forestry
Commission, State Health Department, and State Agricultural Commission. The Boy's Calf Clubs, Pig
Clubs, and Corn Clubs make one
of the distinguishing features.
(Continued on Page Eight)

who will in a few weeks be fullfledged members of that national
honorary engineering brotherhood.
The juniors, known as the three
honor juniors, are J. O. Sweeny,
W. C. Seabrook, and J. C. Cook.
The seniors are E. V. Horton, H.
M. Faris, D. S. Lesesne, J. K.
Chapman, J. W. Morgan, J. R. Ambrose, and R. T. Matthew.
i
Merit Only
Tau Beta Pi selects its members
for their merit only, and it claims
to be practically the only organization on the campus that shows
no partiality in> inducting new
members. The usual system is to
tap the three honor juniors in the
fall, at the beginning of the school
year, Then, the men whose grades
are among the highest one-eighth
in the whole junior engineering
class, excluding only the textile
and chemical engineering students,
In the first of the senior year, the
next one-eighth of the class is added, so that Tau Beta Pi is actual(Continned on Page Tiro)

Thursday afternoon at two
o'clock the great teams of Clemson and South Carolina will clash
in their annual football game at
the State Fair. This game, which
has become a tradition in South
Carolina, is expected to draw a
crowd of some 20,000 football fans,
the largest crowd ever to view a
sports spectacle in this state. This
game is slated to be one of the
closest an,d most thrilling in the
annals of sports.
The Clemson team, with three
successive losses in the last three
weeks to Tulane, Army, and Georgia, will attempt to- break their
losing streak with a victory over
the Gamecocks, while Carolina will
be striving to make amends for
the losses they have suffered at
the hands of Clemson in the past
three years.
The Tigers are hard at work in
preparation for this great game,
and will enter the game knowing
they have what it takes to win,
but without overconfidence, for
they have no illusions as to the
strength of the Carolina teaim. Although the Tigers are handicapped
(Continued on Pace Eight)

COLONEL RICHMOND ON
ANNUAL CAMPUS VISIT
Colonel H. R. Richmond, 4th
corps area supervising officer of
the R. O. T. C, visited on the
Clemson campus last Saturday,
paying his annual courtesy call to
Dr.-'Sikes, president of the college.
While at Clemson Colonel Richmond was a guest of Colonel and
Mrs. C. W. Weeks. The college
military department tendered him
a dinner at the Clemson Tavern
during his stay.
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TIGER REPORTER RELATES MANY INTERESTING
HAPPENINGS IN LIFE OF CLEMSON COMMANDANT
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On The Sidelines

Initiation Begins
After State Fair
(Continued From Page One)

COL. WEEKS STUDIED
UNDER LT. PERSHING
By Earl Mazo
Numbers of boys upon graduation from high school work for a
year or more as filling station
operators, grocery clerks, taxi
drivers or at similar jobs to earn
enough for their college expense*.
Colonel C. W. Weeks, commandant
and Professor of Military Science
and Tactics at Clemson College,
as water boy for a construction
gang building a Western railroad,
enabled himself to go to the University of Nebraska.
Career.
His career as a student and
teacher of military is a long and
interesting one. While at Nebraska, Weeks studied his military
under Lieutenant John J. Pershing who was later to become the
great American general of the
World War. Some years ^fter his
graduation, Weeks returned as
commandant of cadets at Nebraska.
In 1&05 he became commandant of
cadets at the University of Iowa,
and in 1910 he was sent by the
army for two years of study in the
General Staff school at Fort Levenworth, Kansas. Three years after
completing his course there he re
turned as an instructor. After
the World War he became a student at the Army War College in
Washington and upon completion
of his studies taught there.
In 1928 Colonel Weeks was appointed Professor of Military Science and Tactics at the University
of Illinois whei-e he remained until
1932 when he became dean of the
Infantry School at Fort Benning.
In 1930 Colonel Weeks came to
Clemson as commandant and Professor of Military .Science and
Tactics.
Born In Iowa.
Colonel Weeks was born in
Northern Iowa on March 15, 1876.
While a boy he traveled about with
his father who was a civil engineer
building some Western railroadsUpon graduating from high school
in 1892, Weeks worked as a water
boy for a railroad construction
gang for a While, then entered the
University of Nebraska from which
he was graduated in electrical engineering in 189i8. While at Nebraska
he was a major and the highest
ranking cadet in the corps.
In 1898 Weeks volunteered to
serve in the Spanish American war.
He was a sergeant in F company
of the Nebraska volunteers and
spent the war period encamped
with his regiment at Chicamauga
Park, Georgia.
After the .Spanish American war
Weeks was elected commandant of
cadets at the University of Nebraska. Later he was commissioned Second Lieutenant in the United States Army and detailed to the
16th Infantry at Canila, Philippine
Islands. He was promoted to

Clemson's Commandant

First Lieutenant in 1902 and trans
ferred to the 30th regiment in the
Phillipines.
While on leave of absence in
1902, Weeks returned to the United States and was married to Miss
Gile of Lincoln, Nebraska, a young
lady with whom he had attended
college.
Later he was transferred to Fort
Crook, and made recruiting officer
of New York. In 1905 he became
commandant at the University of
Iowa where he served until 1909
when he was promoted to captain
and detailed to Fort Snelling, Minnesota.
In 1910 Weeks was chosen as one
of a group of army officers to be
sent for a two years course of
study at the General iStaff School
at Fort Levenworth, Kansas.
On completion of this course he
returned to Fort Snelling, and in
1913 was sent with his regiment
to quell Mexican troubles along the
border. When his regiment, the
28th Infantry, entered Vera Cruz,
Weeks was appointed cable censor.
It was during this period that he
returned . to the General Staff
School at Fort Levenworth as an
instructor.
In 1917 when general mobillza
tion was under way in preparation
for the United States' entry in the
World War, Weeks was with his
regiment in the Phillipines. He
was appointed Lieutenant Colonel
in the National Army and was
made Chief of the 85th Division
at Camp Custer, Michigan.
When the 85th Division was sent
to France, Weeks was transferred
to Washington as a member of the
War Department General Staff and
supervised the historical division
of the war department.
After the war, upon the disbandment of the National Army, Weeks
retained his commission of Major
in the regular army and became a
student of the War College in
Washington and later an instructor there.
He was ordered to Hawaii in
1923. In 1936 he was commissioned Colonel, and he returned to the

United States in 1928 as Professor
of Military Science and Tactics at
the University of Illinois. He was
chosen dean of the Infantry School
at Fort Benning. in 1932 and in
1936 came to Clemson as commandant and Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
Colonel Weeks is a member of
Delta Tau Delta fraternity, enjoys
historical novels, and likes local
newspapers no /matter where he's
stationed. He has three daughters,
two of them married, and one son,
a Lieutenant in the Navy, stationed at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Having traveled constantly all of
his life, Colonel Weeks is looking
Forced to the sidelines by an unforward to the day when he'll be
able to settle down and live a usual quirk of circumstances, Capquiet iife.
tain Harold Lewis will not be able
to lead his teammates Thursday
RAMBLING CUBS
when The Tigers meet the Gamecocks. A broken leg during a pracClemson's Freshmen Football
tice session has brought to an end
team will play three more games
the college playing career of this
after the fray with the Carolina
great Bengal senior center, from
Biddies in Columbia, Wednesday
Mullins.
night. The first of these will be
played with the Citadel Bullpups
CLEMSON LINE STRONG
in Orangeburg on October 28th.
Clemson, S. C.—While Clemson's
P. C.'s Anklets are next on the Tigers have been scorea on six
schedule, the game being played times this year, only two touchunder the arc lights in Clinton on downs have been pushed across
November 12th. The frosh close ^through the Bengals' line. Tutheir season at home on Novem- lane's lone score came on a plunge
ber 20th with the Furman Little from the two yard line and Army
Wind.
circled end for 16 yards and a score.

ly made up of the engineering students with grades In the upper
one-fourth of their class. A special feature, also, is the giving of
a slide rule to the engineering sophomore who had the best grades
during his freshman year. The
name of the sophomore who will receive the award this year has not
yet been announced.
The mechanical engineering students who were tapped are: J. C.
Cook, batallion sergeant major; J.
O. Sweeney, first sergeant, an E.
E. man and also a member of the
rifle team; E. V. Horton, senior,
an E, E. man and member of AIEE
and Sigma Phi; D. S. Lesesne,
member of Beta Sigma Chi, and
R. T. Matthew, senior. The E. E.
men not taking M. E., also, are:
W. C Seabrook, a Junior; and H.
M. Faris, member of ATRE, J. K.
Chapman, member of the AIEE
and rifle team. Bill Morgan, captain
and member, of ASCE, and J. N.
Ambrose, also a Captain, are men
who represent the school of civil
engineering.
Tau Beta Pi's officers this year
are J. W. Davis, president; W. R.
Cheves, secretary; and B. S. Jordan, corresponding secretary. Professor Curtis, who, with other professors, helps the society from
time to time, assisted in determining the grade-point ratios of
engineering juniors and seniors this
year. .

£. G. ^Martin <3)rug Go., 3nc.
P. S. McColIum, Owner

THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

Crosley, Emerson, Kadette Radios
Priced from $12.50 — Terms May Be Arranged
*

Sheafer and Parker Pens
Your Name Engraved in Gold Free!

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Sodas

Sundaes

Sandwiches

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise for You to Select From !

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
"Greenville's Finest Store for Men'

Headquarters for Clemson Men
Main at North Street

**■<

STUDENTS CHECKS CASHED — NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Make Our Store Your Headquarters !
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Shelves Of Clemson College Library
Include The Latest Reading Matter
Bulletin Has Index To Best AUTUMN BALL IS
Books As Selected By
VERY POPULAR
Library Board
Dance Series Last Week-End
By B. F. Indent
Enjoyed By Large NumAnyone who spends a few mober Of Cadet Corps
ments browsing through the Clemson Library will agree that this
At twelve midnight last Saturhall of printed knowledge keeps
day a perfect ending was woven
pace with the most modern in the
into the Autumn Ball series by
literary world.
Frank LaMarr's orchestra playing
Magazine Articles
the melodious music of that old
In one interesting bulletin there is
favorite, "Goodnight, My Love."
an index to the best recent magaAutumn Scenes.
zine articles, as selected by a counThe field house, converted into a
cil of librarians. The list includes
colorful arena, reflected the familsuch articles as Dixie Detour, by iar scenes of fall as an autumn air
Cediic Belfage in Harper's, the
was lent to the surroundings by
story of what an intelligent young giant pumpkins, multi-colored fallEnglishman saw in our industrial ing leaves, a full harvest moon, and
and agrarian Southland. Probably twinkling stars that peeped from
most interesting is Mr. Roosevelt the midnight sky.
and the Future, an unbiased imparLaMarr's sweet strains echoed
tial, illuminating picture of an ex- through the night as Clemson catraordinary personality. Included dets and their ladies who gathered
also are articles from Coronet, from far and wide to make quite
Asia, Atlantic Monthly, and For- a cosmopolitan group, swayed to
tune; these names in themselves the rhythmic renditions of the
are sufficient recommendation as popular swing band.
to the worthwhileness and interest^ New lounge and check rooms
of any articles contained in them. were quite an improvement, and
The most recent drama has been were noted with general approval.
secured, and some of the latest
The Autumn Ball was the second
smash hits of Broadway, such as of the pre-Christmas hops, the
Yon Can't Take It With You, High Frosh Dance being the initial ball
Tor, Tobacco Road, and Wingless of the season
Victory are among the shelves.
■ "Conversation at Midnight" is a
choice selection of Enda St. Vincent Millay's up-to-the-minute poems to be found at the library.
Agatha Christie tells her latest tale
of weird mystery in Poirot Loses a United States Lawn Tennis
Client.
Association Sponsors
My Colonel and His Lady are
Carolina Meet
Colonel Henry Middleton Rutledge
of the 25th North Carolina RegiClemson will be well representment, C. S. A., and his wife—"a
ed
at the second annual South
gallant pair, charming figures of
Carolina
Collegiate Tennis Clinic
a noble civilization that has gone
forever, but is recreated here in on October 18, 19 and 20 at Clinglowing reality." Any son of the ton. The clini^ this year is spondeep South (will revel in these sored by the U. S. Lawn Tennis
dreamy reminiscenses of the days Association.
Celebrities Attend
of gallant gentlemen and their fair
P. C. has invited delegates from
ladies.
every college in the state to take
advantage of this fine tennis in
struction. Among the notables who
are being featured as instructors
are Bryan "Bitsy" Grant, a member of the U. S. Davis Cup team;
Social Fraternity Composed George Lott, former outstanding
amateur doubles player; John Van
Of Cadets From Florence
Ryn. former Davis cupper; and
And Darlington
Mrs. John Van Ryn, one of America's leading woman players.
Officials of P. C. received high
The Peedeans, a club organized
last year, composed of Florence praise for the clinic put on last
and Darlington county boys, held year. This clinic not only stirred
its first meeting this year last up a great -deal of interest, but
Thursday night for the purpose of was within itself a very large sucreorganizing, electing new officers, cess in developing good tennis
and forming plans for this year's players in South Carolina. This
interest caused the P. C. authoriactivities.
The purpose of the club is to ties to ask the U. S. L. T. A. to
promote fellowship among its mem- sanction the clinic this year.
Players from Clemson who are
bers at Cleimson and to maintain
a closer relationship between the attending the clinic this week are
alumni of the Pee Dee section as Stewart Campbell, Bill Mitchell,
well as to interest prospective col- Don Hudgens, and Frampton Durban, members of last year's team;
lege students in Clemson.
Activities feature a gala dance and sophomores Bill Wade, Thursduring the Christmas holidays ton Bagnal and C. C. Smith.
given by the club for alumni and
prospective freshmen. Last year CLEMSON-CAROLINA SELLOUT
Clemson, S. C.—Randolph Hinthis dance was acclaimed a big
success by all attending. The Pee- son, Clemson ticket manager, predeans are also planning several dicts a sell-out a week before the
social events to be held here at game for the Clemson-Carolina
game in Columbia on October 21.
Clemson.
Another aim of the club is to in- Hinson announced today that less
form the home town newspapers of than a thousand tickets remain at
its activities and also of outstand- Clemson now.
ing recognition accorded to any of
its members. The newly elected
The largest score that Clemson
officers are W. E. Hickey, presi- or Carolina has ever made against
dent; Marion Dewitt, vice presi- the other was run up by Clemson
dent, and Jack Bryce, secretary- in 1900. That year the Tigers
swamped the Gamecocks 51 to 0.
treasurer.
The greatest score that the GameA quitter never wins and a win- cocks ever made was in 1925 when
they downed the Tigers 33 to 0.
ner never quits.

Racquet Swingers
To Attend Clinic

Officers Elected
By Peedean Club
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THEY MAKE THINGS DIFFICULT

P. S. A. Plans For
Year's Activities
Several Enjoyable Meetings
Held By Presbyterian
Student Society

When Clemson's Royal Bengals attempt to smother, the Carolina
Gamecocks under a barrage of touchdowns in today's classic, they will
receive stiff opposition from the above trio of Gamecock stalwarts.
Hasel Murray (Top) at guard will make the going tough! on the right
side of the Gamecock line. "Big" Duham (Left), who was shifted from
guard to center this season, has proven to be a roving terror to enemy
backs who attempt to penetrate Carolina territory. Although his play
is not of the spectacular type, Glenn Myers (right) is a steady] defensive end, and few plays find! him completely out of the picture.

The Presbyterian Student Association, a group of students of all
denominations sponsored by the
local Piresbyterian church has
started its year's activities with
several interesting meetings each
with a different type of program
under the leadership of Professor
B. E. Goodale, the group was organized last year and proved to
be of much interest in its varied
activities.
The first meeting of this year
was a supper meeting given for
the club by the ladies of the Pres'byterian church. The second program was given by the freshmen
and seniors of the group, two-minute talks being made by the new
boys on "The Senior I Hope To
Be," and by the seniors on "The
Freshman I Wish I Had Been."
The next meeting was held on the
river where the club enjoyed a big
steak fry. Last week Professor
Goodale made an interesting talk
on "Smut Sessions in Barracks."
P.S.A. plans to have several
prominent speakers again this year
among whom will be Dr. Sedgewick Simmons, state syphilogist,
who will again speak on his interesting field of work. The corps
will be welcomed to these meetings which will be held in the Ag
auditorium or the college chapel.
Officers of the association are
E. H. Smith, president; D. M.
Hutchinson, vice president, and
Rogers Townsend, secretary.

TUESDAY FEATURES FFA
GEORGIA USES UNIQUE
METHOD OF SCOUTING AT ANNUAL STATE FAIR
Scouting future gridiron opponents has become an accepted rule
among all leading football institutions, and usually several scouts
have been in evidence at Clemson
games this year; however, one of
the methods employed recently by
the University of Georgia to garner information of future foes is
considered as among the most effective.
After the Georgia-Clemson scrap,
coaches from the over-home school
invaded the Tiger dressing room
and subjected Bengal players to a
quizzing regarding the relative
merits and other important items
concerning the Tulane team which
the Bulldogs are scheduled to play
in Athens on November 13.

CLEMSON PROFESSOR
PUBLISHES BOOK
Professor W. W. Burton, of the
mathematics department at Clemson College, recently announced
that his text book, "Plain and Analytical Geometry," will be ready for
college use on January 1. This
book is being published by the
Harcourt, Brace and Company,
Inc., of New York.
This geometry text is the second
mathematics book written by Professor Burton. His first, a trigonometry text with tables, was
published in 1-931.
According to Professor S. M.
Martin head of the Clemson mathematics department, "The Clemson
mathematics department is looking
forward to the publication of Professor Burton's book with much inr
terest, and we feel it a great contribution to the field of mathematics."

The Clemson Collegiate Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America
sponsored F. F. A. Day at the Fair
on Tuesday in cooperation with the
State Department of Education. C.
H. Cooler, president of the local
chapter, left Tuesday to take
charge of the Clemson College
booth and exhibits.
It is estimated that approximately one hundred seniors and
juniors will be on duty during the
week.
On Tuesday Vocational Agriculture students of high schools from
over the state will be on hand to
participate in the F. F. A. activities.
well, president of the Octavus Roy
Cohen sponsored organization for
writers.
Any cadet at Clemson College is
eligible for membership in the fraternity. Requirements for entry are
The candidate write at least two
pieces consisting either of fiction,
journalism, poetry or belle letters;
these manuscripts are to be given
to Professor John D.< Lane, adviser
to the Gamma Alpha Mu. Dr. Octavus Roy Cohen is sole judge of
these manuscripts.

MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Boots—Saddles Soaked and
Shined. Elbow Pads Sewed
on Sweaters. Ladies Shoes
Dyed To Match Your Dress.

DILLARD SHOE
SHOP
LET US DYE YOUR SHOES
Satisfaction Guaranteed

BRUCE & DOSTER
Drug Company
"The Rexall Store"
Cor. Main and Coffee Streets
Greenville, S. C.

WHILE IN GREENVILLE
Visit

Spencer's Cafe

I

A WARM WELCOME AWAITS ALL CLEMSON

f

CADETS AT

STEWART-MERRITT
COMPANY
"Greenville's Most Popular Men's Store"

GAMMA ALPHA MU SETS
DATE FOR MANUSCRIPTS
MICHAEL-STERN CLOTHING
December 8 is final day upon
which manuscripts for entry into
Gaanma Alpha Mu fraternity can
be submitted, according to Joe Sea- <j^MjMj^^.{^MH~H^*'H^Mfr'H~M**>H^^
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A CHALLENGE
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THE CLEMSON UNIFORM
With the annual invasion of Columbia
and the University of South Carolina at the
State Fair, not only do we play a game of
football but a game of life as well. During
sixty minutes of this colorful event the
crowds are intensely watching the football
game. The day of the game is a long eventful one and, while the throngs are not as
zealously watching the cadets as they are
the football team, they are unconsciously
registering in their minds the behavior of
the boys in uniform. They do not think of
each one as an individual but as a representation of the school indicated by his attire.
There are more Clemson boys at the Fair
than any other singularly clad group and
there are more people interested in their conduct. It behooves every one of us to take'this
into consideration in conducting our activities for the day.
Since the Columbia fracus has been precedent for as many years almost as we have
been playing football, the Clemson Alumnae
turn out en masse. They are filled with more
pride for the school than we as undergraduates can realize. It is our duty to do justice
to this pride which they have in us as their
successors. We do not think that it is asking too much to remember this and to act
in a manner becoming to a gentleman.—0.
F. M.
SPIRIT
In the adjoining column the reader will
find a direct challenge to the Clemson student body. We do not know the author of
the letter, but we wish to take this opportunity to back up some of his ideas.
The writer is right when he says that
the spirit as a whole has been markedly
better than that of previous years; nevertheless we cannot emphasize too strongly
the fact that there is plenty of room for
improvement along the lines of organized
cheering. At Carolina, our student body will
be disorganized to quite an extent, 'it is true,
but there is no reason why the Clemson students cannot sit together and cooperate with
the cheerleaders in a wholehearted attempt
to let people know that the Royal Bengals
have some real backers.
Another significant observation made in
the letter is the fact that though Clemson
lost games to larger opponents, they played
magnificent football—that is true. This is
not the time to be discouraged ... it is the
time when school spirit should reach its peak.
The Bengals are ready for the fray. The
spectator at the State Fair Classic will be
assured of sixty minutes of thrilling football
for both teams promise to go the limit. We
are not urging a wild, uncontrolled frenzy
of football spirit, but we do feel that it is
asking very little to urge a corps to ardently
back a team that plays the brand of ball
Jess Neely's men display.

Talk Of The
Town

The following letter received from a
Clemson alumnus is symbolic of the many
letters and articles the editor has received
from ardent Bengal supporters. Although Convention
this manuscript was written prior to the Once again we have had the
Georgia game recently, we pass it on to our
readers now in an effort to instill in the cadet pleasure of being the guests of the
corps before the annual State Fair classic the National Collegiate Press Associ- —that for the benefit of all the
same fighting spirit manifested by the ever ation at one of their little conven- little "deers" at the Anderson Zoo,
loyal Clemson alumni:
tions, and we say without fear of Clemson's one and only Pete MaDear Sir:
contradiction that they are truly hon is neither a Robert Taylor nor
As an old Clemson man, may I have
remarkable hosts. Last year we a crooner but just another one of
a word?
made the trek to Louisville, Ky., Great Falls' generous contribuIj have been back for a visit and seen
and this year's journey saw us in tions. /
OSCAR SAYS
things that many of us have been lookChicago. As conventions go, this
—that
Oscar
has been besieged for
ing for, hoping for—yes, praying for—
one was more or less standardcopies
(including
names and adfor lo these many years. THERE IS
ized . . . that is the substance of
SOME OF THE OLD TIGER SPIRIT
the lectures was the same, the dresses) of the revised lists of
IN BARRACKS.
planned entertainment was of the yard-engines but that Oscar's only
Mr. Editor, I have watched Clemson
same nature, etc. However, the comment is that several have been
closely for ten years. Never, when
Windy City offered a wide variety moved up a notch since Bland was
yours truly was in school or since, has
of extra-curricular activities, so to raffled off and that No. 16 has been,
there been any real spirit in the cadet
speak. We really got a .kick out added to the list after scooping
corps. There still isn't; but there is no
of hearing in person orchestras CDA Morgan's invite to the Audoubt that it is growing. This is the
which have heretofore been only tumn Ball.
OSCAR SAYS
most spirited year in ten.
radio names to us and we honestly
—that news just trickled in about
I am told that quite a few—but not
feel that we did a good job of
the big one Byrd and McCrary,
nearly enough—cadets turned out to see
combining business with pleasure.
threw the other week-end, which
the team off to New York. That was a
TALK OP TOWN
accounts for the dazed expression
Irony
fine gesture. I understand chapel pep
they have been sporting recently.
meetings are more frequent and while
All in all, we think that the ConOSCAR SAYS
many cadets still fail to turn out, these
vention officials mapped out a well—that
Oscar
has heard of all kinds
meetings show that some effort is being
balanced program; however, there
of
"persuaders,"
but that doublemade.
was one little item which seemed
Clemson lost to Tulane; to Army;
out of place and which amused us barrel cannon scare that First Serand should by all rights lose to Georgia.
no end. After three days of run- geant Hughes received" after his
Spirit will suddenly shrink and then,
ning; around Chicago and being ex- Athens trip was about the best
suddenly, hit the peak for the Carolina
posed to all the methods devised yet.
OSCAR SAYS
game. I discount ai great amount of the
to separate the uninitiated visitor
—that the checked scarf received
spirit cadets show against Carolina and
from his money, the entire group
Furman because the Clemson man who
of delegates—now stone broke— Sunday afternoon by none other
than Anderson's little Frances
does not have it those two days just
had to pile into a room and listen
surely traded off well for the supisn't a Clemson man.
to the last scheduled lecture, a deper for the three as well as her
Don't let defeats get you down. Taktailed talk entitled, "Budgeting
Sunday
ait the Soda Shop.
ing it on the chin from Tulane, Army
Makes Your Money Go Farther."
OSCAR SAYS
and Georgia is nothing to hide your face
TALK OF TOWN
—that
Oscar
has been requested
At Sea
from. Don't forget, youngster, that
to
remind
Tearose
Joyner and
Clemson played fine games against those
During our rounds we could
Chipmonk Sweat that that was a
three. I .say that before the Georgia
scarcely help gleaning quite a nummighty mean trick they played on
game because I know the splendid
ber of stories—good, bad and indiftwo
Anderson femmes when they
fighting attitude of the team—it will not
ferent. Of course, as usual, the
left them waiting for the Clemsonlet you down. We away from the college
best ones are the ones we can't Georgia game.
want to win, yes, but we are always
print; nevertheless, we gleaned one
*
OSCAR SAYS
proud of the Clemson team of the type
little gem which we feel bears re—that Oscar has about decided to
there this year.
peating. We were having dinner
take a Charles Atlas course after
I congratulate Clemson students on
with a cover salesman, and somewatching Senior West go through
their growing spirit. I condemn them
how the conversation got around to his daily dozen in an effort to keep
for not having had it all the time and for
annuals and the difficulty he had that girlish figure.
not having more now.
had in getting his display up to
OSCAR SAYS
The team is in the ball game; it is
the seventh floor of the hotel. We
—that
the
copy of "Table Manfighting its heart out; you are there to
immediately sympathized with him
ners" that Rat Garner received the
see those boys every day. I defy you to
concerning his troubles with eleother day was traced back to the
point out a finer squad of young manvators and narrow doors. The
week-end
before when he took the
hood and gentlemen in any football
salesman told us not to waste our
day off at one of the sister colleges.
playing school of the country.
tears on 'him however, but to save
OSCAR SAYS
WHEN WILL THE STUDENT
them for one of his acquaintances, —that Oscar is slow about getting
BODY—TO THE EIGHTEENTH
a rich young Chicagoan who since around, but he just discovered that
HUNDREDTH—FALL IN WITH A
childhood/ had had a burning desire the Gold Dust Twins (Stalvey and
FGIHTING SPIRIT COMPARABLE
to sail a boat of his own.\ After Jordan, mostly Jordan) didn't mind
TO THAT OF THE FOOTBALL TEAM
much persuasion, he finally got his giving up their pretty stripes for
WE HAVE THERE THIS YEAR?
father to consent to letting him two diamonds but that they drew
An Alumnus.
build a craft in their' downtown the line when it came to giving
W. R. C.
plant. The only facilities for the up their old living quarters.

Collegiate Press
By A. W. SANDERS
When a fraternity wants to build a new chapter
house, the details of raising the money must be considered seriously. So one of the boys at a Miami
university wrote to a big city "financial fox" to get
advice on how to raise funds. The next day a wire
came back: "Received your letter concerning house
stop advise you have fire immediately stop best
wishes." Annoyed, the Miamite wired back: "Thanks
stop will heed advice stop have you got a match?"
— COLLEGIATE PRESS —
—COLLEGIATE

PRESS—

The Sewanee Purple has an editorial suggesting
that the students go to the football practice field for
a short time each day to watch the team go through
its paces. The idea sounds good to us. If a few of
the cadets would show those Tigers that the whole
corps is behind them, perhaps it would help to give
them that added punch that they sometimes seem to
lack when they get within scoring distance. And
while we're on the subject, it would help a lot if a
few more would turn out for the pep meetings and
try to learn a few yells instead of sitting on their
benches like so many knots on a log.
—COLLEGIATE PRESS—

You can always tell a freshman girl because she
says "stop;" and you can tell a freshman boy because he stops.
—COLLEGIATE PRESS—

"My personal grievance is that you are all too
busy—you go, see, hear, play too much," President
Ada L. Comstock told young women at the opening
exercises of Radcliffe College. " . . .your lives are
too broken by telephone calls, meetings, rehearsals
and other distractions."

OSCAR SAYS
project were on one of the upper
floors; so our aspiring nevigator —that it takes all kinds of things
went to work on the sixth floor to break into print, but Oscar
of a Chicago sky-scraper. He com- thinks that seeing Snooz Martin
pleted his job and encountered no walking home from Vespers with
trouble until he attempted to lower the blonde laundry queen is worand remove the craft from the thy of mention.
OSCAR SAYS
building. Men on his father's staff
—that it was all right for Corracked their brains in vain and
poral Lindsey to get the jump on
finally experts from outside plants
the rest of the corporals by havwere called in. They first suggesting all of the big shots over to
ed tearnig away part of the buildsupper, but Oscar thinks that when
ing and lowering the boat from the
he signs off on the regimental
sixth floor. The cost of this little leave roster that it's
carrying
scheme was far in excess of the things a little too far.
entire cost of the boat, however;
OSCAR SAYS
so they finally adopted the plan of —that Oscar thought it was that
compressing the wooden hull of the good looking countenance that labboat in such a manner as to per- eled Waters with the nickname of
mit the craft to be squeezed into "Beautiful'' but after talking to the
the large service elevator. After Atlanta number last week, Oscar
this trying episode, the craft was has found out that his line has
carted two miles to the nearest something to do with it.
OSCAR SAYS
body of water and launched in traditional fashion. Unfortunately, —that Oscar's fan mail increases
however, the magnificent efforts daily and that he wishes to remind
were all for naught for the com- his readers that a penny postal
pressing process had so damaged card will serve the purpose when
everything else fails.
the hull that when it sprang back
■
OSCAR SAYS
into shape, leaks developed thru- —that it seems like the real thing
out the craft and she sank pathet- between Bubba and Rosie, and Osically. We understand that our car is still wondering what this
Chicago nevigator has given up strange power is that the Alabama
boating for stamp collecting.
lass evidently possesses.

/I
*
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Lamaster Travels
In Northern State

Library Adds New
Book Collection

Work On Storage
Dam Is Finished

Clemson Prof Attends State
Fair During Recent Trip
In North Carolina

Several Thrilling Novels Are
Added To Present List
At Library

To

Professor J. P. LaMaster, head
of * the Dairy Department, has returned to Clemson after a four-day
trip to North Carolina, which included visits to dairy farms, to the
North Carolina State Fair as a cattle judge, and -with Dr. Howard
Odum, one of the nation's five outstanding cattle-breeders.
Visits Dairy Farm.
On Monday, October 11th, Pro
fessor LaMaster visited the Hope
crest Dairy Farm, jsix miles from
Charlotte, which is under the man
agement of Lewis D. Blake, Clemson dairy graduate in the class of
'31. A uniquie feature of the farm
is its herd of dairy goats which is
operated as a separate unit and
housed in log barns especially
equipped for their comfort and for
the protection of high quality goat
milk. This is the only herd of its
kind in the Charlotte area, the product being in special demand for
the city's hospital patients. Another dairy farm on the itinerary
was the home of the famous Jersey herdj owned by Senator Cameron Morrison, which was established
through valuable importations from
the Island of Jersey.
On Tuesday and Wednesday Professor LaMaster was dairy cattle
judge of the calf club exhibits and
of the open class entries for the
Jersey, Guernsey, Holstein, and
Ayrshire breeds at the North Carolina State Fair. Under the man
agement of the state department
of agriculture, excellent results are
being obtained at this fair. This is
a part of a new policy recently
adopted by the state, which has
been highly praised by members
of the State College faculty and by
many of the fair's guests.
On his return home on Thursday, Professor LaMaster accepted
the invitation of Dr. Howard Odum,
faculty member at N. C. State,
Chapel Hill, to visit with him for
the purpose of discussing some of
the genetic aspects of a breeding
program which he has developed
for the herd of Jerseys maintained
on his personal farm near the University of Kansas.

By B. F. Indent
Three of the newer library books
together form a combination that
will bring out every human emotion, will bring in elements of
mystery and of fun, and will utterly charm away the sometimes
dull campus life and leave instead
years of intensive living concentrated in several hundred pages.
The books, the fiction of wellknown authors, offer a wide range
of entertainment for they are as
different from each other as they
are unusual in their respective
classes.

Bill (King Kong) Bryant, of
Marion, is not only the largest
man on the Tiger squad, tipping
the scales at 205, but he is one of
the most dependable. Never for a
minute does1 he slack up at his
guard position. He is also valuable in leading interference for the
ball carriers.

Williams Discusses
Literary Problems
Calhoun Society Program Is
One Of The Most Interesting Held

A talk by B. O. Williams, professor of rural sociology at Clemson, was featured at the Thursday
meeting of the Calhoun Literary
Society.
In his talk Professor Williams, a
graduate of Clemson in the class
of '18 and a former member of the
Columbian Literary Society here,
told of the spirit and character of
the societies on the Clemson campus during his college days. He
explained that the decrease in literary society activities is a natural
phenomenon; all activities reach
their peaks, then must decline and
go into oblivion, unless they are
rejuvenated or revolutionized," he
There are seven ways, to be hap- said. "However, to be able to talk
py—stay out of debt and you will and think while on one's feet will
always be an asset," Professor
not need the other six.
Williams adjded. He suggested
many means for rejuvenation of the
literary society system.
BOB'S SERVICE
According to many members of
STATION
the Calhoun society this meeting
was one of the most interesting
AMERICAN GAS AND OIL held since their membership in the
organization.
PRESTONE
Marion Miller's; comic preview of
Hot Water Heaters for Cars
pictures to play at the Clemson
theater, and impromptu talks by
General Repairing
Bob Hester and H. B. Bell, with
Phones: Day 78-J, Night 107-W
Professor Williams' fine talk, were
responsible for this successful pro
Bob Smith, Mgr.
gram.

Observer Printing Co.
BOOK AND COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

PHONE

3237

33 W. MCBEE AVE.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

D. W. Hiott, Owner

D. C. Mitchell, Mgr.

Romantic Novel
The books are "The Brief Hour
of Francois Villon," a very romantic and highly entertaining as well
as educational novel by John Erskine "The Crime Wave at Blandings" hilariously told stories by P.
G. Wodehouse, and "Stella Dallas,"
a dramatic tale of romance and
pathos by Mrs. O. H. Prouty.
Erskine's composition is a swiftly moving action picture of the
famed French poet of the fifteenth
century* Francois Villon. Through
the pages of this book the "bold,
long-nosed, irresistible lover, hero
specked with mud, charming villian, poet by nature, sinner by impulse, fugitive by necessity,"
moves rapidly in a series of events
that make up his "brief hour."
His was a life of adventure, of
high romance, of carelessness and
love, and in reading Erskine's account, we live with Francois Villon, through reckless hours in the
fifteenth century France.
Reading P. G. Wodehouse's "The
Crime Wave at Blandings," we experience a new kind of thrill. Six
separate stories grafted in this
book touch the chords of humor,
sympathy with budding romance
and sheer enjoyment of a plot and
a set of characters so deftly woven
that they are irresistibly charming.
In "iStella Dallas," Mrs. Prouty,
with unusual discernment, has
sought out one of the great problems of our every day life, and
represents every side of it. The
novel tells a pathetic tale of love
of two who were socially and mentally unequal and reveals knowingly the effects of their marriage,
upon themselves and upon their
child.

Morgan Delegate
To Poultry Meet

tm
Carrying on in traditional style
during the Bengal-Gamecock encounter Thursday, will be Ed Clary,
another member of the famous clan
of Gaffney Clarys, who has Carolina fans forgetting the exploits
of both Wilburn and EarL Ed is
only a Junior this year with one
more year of varsity competition
ahead of him.

Hold A Reserve Supply
Which Will Be Used
In Emergencies

As part of a general building
program started last fall, a new
raw water storage dam for collecting a reserve supply of water is
just being finished on the former
site of the old mill on the local golf
course as a W. P. A. Project.
It is estimated that the dam will
impound eleven million gallons of
raw water, which will be used in
emergencies such as the five or six
weeks period of drought that usually occurs about this time of the
year. Due to a system of drainage
ditches, the lake will receive no rain
water other than that which falls
directly into it. i
It is interesting to note that the
college consumes about three hundred thousand gallons of water
every twenty-four hours. The
amount varies but is rarely less,
except during vacations and holidays.
The college water-purification
plant is to the rear of the dairy
herd pastures and may be reached
by way of the road that passes the
farm barn.
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Clemson Professor Attends
National Poultry Research Confab
Professor C. L. Morgan, head of
the poultry department, is attending the annual meeting of the National Advisory Committee on Research in subjects pertaining to
poultry and eggs, which is being
held in Chicago, Illinois, during the
period October 5th to 9th, inclusive.
Professor Morgan is the committee member from the southeastern
states. This committee considers the
problems of production and utilization of eggs and poultry and advises on ways and means of research in their solution. The committee will have as its guests for
a part of the meeting, the deans
of agriculture and directors of experiment stations of the mid-western states to discuss problems in
these states.
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Trailing The Tigers
By BOB CHEVES

CAROLINA GAME
Somehow or other we have a tendency to keep our fingers crossed when we think of the Carolina game this Thursday, even though there isn't a bit of doubt in our minds that
Clemson has the better team. It's probably that same pessimistic feeling that always hangs around when a team starts
losing games, especially when the so-called breaks of the
game have continually broke in the wrong direction. Nevertheless, on the eve of this traditional conflict, we are optimistic enough to believe that the Royal Bengals will again
come through with flying colors, simply because Coach
Neely's proteges have always played their best brand of
ball against Carolina. Incidentally, this happens to be the
deciding factor in our conclusion that Clemson will humble
the Gamecocks by at least two touchdowns.
BAILEY AGAIN
Bob Bailey, around whom the Bengal attack is centered,
has been the recipient of favorable comments from leading
sports writers in every game that he has played. Without a
doubt, Bailey has been the outstanding player on the field
in every game this year. Along with his superb running,
passing, and kicking the important element that he can
absorb punishment as well as the next man, ranks him tops
with us. Few spectators take time out to watch the terrific
pounding administered a passer shortly after the spheroid
has departed from his finger tips. Time and time again this
year we have held our breath after Bailey has gotten off
one of his many magnificent tosses wondering whether some
ferocious tackier had pu£ on the finishing touches, but each
time the Florence Flash has scrambled to his feet ready
again to insert poison into the Bengal offense.
RECOGNITION
No wonder it was with a feeling of pride and gratification
that we picked up a local newspaper the other night and
read where a nationally-known sports commentator had
taken time out to cite the feats of this plucky lad. The comment which appeared in Eddie Brietz' column on October 13,
read as follows: "Bob Bailey, Clemson's triple threater, has
been personally responsible for half of his team's yardage
this year ... He has lugged the ball 148 yards from scrimmage and completed 15 of 36 passes for another 320 yards
. . . Nice going, kid . . ." Bob has another year of football
ahead of him, and if he continues at his present pace and
if the Bengals develop a winning combination, All-American
honors are awaiting him.

BENGALS READY

I

FOR BIRDS

Footbafl Classic
Starts At 2 P.M.
Thursday At Fair
(Continued From Page One)

by the absence of their captain,
Harold Lewis, they will have a
great center in Charlie Woods,
with Don Marshall and Steve Moore
as reserves. Clemson's guard posts
will be in the capable hands of
Oliver Payne and Bill Bryant, with
Ralph Simmons and Jess Pritchett
ready for the call at any time. The
tackles will be taken care of by
Clemson's sensational team of Curtiss Pennington and Fred Wyse,
with Albert Segars and Herbert
Miller probably seeing service.
The starting ends will probably
be T. S. McConnell and Gus Coins,
with Joe Payne, Carl Black, and
Wister Jackson ready to go. Clemson's starting backfield will probably be conjposed of Bob Bailey
at quarterback, Ben Pearson and
Don Willis at the halfback posts,
and alternate captain Al Sanders
at full. Alternating with this backfield will be one composed of Loyell Bryant, Banks McPadden, Bru
Trexler, and Dan Coleman. Working in ahd out of both combinations will be Watson Magee and
Dusty Wiles.
The Carolina team, the strongest in a decade, has a big line and
a fast backfield which will trouble Clemson all afternoon. According to reports, the man for the Tigers to watch will be Dick Little,
fast stepping speed demon of the
Gamecocks. Little received nationwide recognition for his playing
against Georgia and Alabama, and
it is expected that he will be a
thorn in the Tigers side all afternoon. Other stars in the Bird's
backfield will be captain Jack Lyons, Ralph Dearth, and Lit Durham. The Carolina forward wall
will have such stars as Simpson,
Big Durham, and Makovic for the
Tigers to contend with.
All in all, this game should prove
to be one of the most outstanding
of the current season. It will be
a'game between two great teams
and the winner Will not be decided
until the final whistle.

FIGURATIVELY SPEAKING
Glancing over the season's statistics on the progress of
the Tiger eleven, we are ready to back our statement of a
week ago when we say the Bengals have the best team they
have had in recent years. To substantiate our conclusions,
we give you the following facts which were compiled after
games with P.C., Tulane, Army, and Georgia: Clemson has
amassed a total of 44 first downs while opponents have chalked up 30, yards gained rushing find the Royal Bengals with
a sum of 637 against 476, passing has added 457 more to
the Tiger cause while the opposition has annexed only 129
via the aerial route. In a final summary, the Clemson team
has almost doubled the amount of yardage amassed by four
high-class clubs with a grand total of 1094 to 605. Of course,
figures don't help much, but we are confident that the day
will come when the Neely-coached boys will cash in on their
dividends, and that day is just around the corner.

Alvin Sanders, alternate captain
of the Clemson team, who will lead
the Tigers onto the field against
Carolina in the absence of captain
Harold Lewis. Al is one of the most
versatile backs in the state, and
his blocking has been outstanding.

Wister Jackson, reserve Clemson
end, who was injured in the P. C.
game and) who has not played since,
is expected to be ready for service
against Carolina. His return to the
squad: has greatly strengthened
Clemson's chances.

VESPERS CONDUCTED BY
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

BROSELLI RETURNS

On Sunday night vesper services
were conducted by the deputation
team from the University of South
Carolina. The program consisted
of several talks and musical selections. Members of the delegation were Misses Virginia Webb,
Amelia Arthur, Louise Lyles,
Grace Kilgore and Messrs. Ray
Riddle, Earl Armstrong and Wil
Ham Gaston. Programs were given
at 1:30 and 6:00 P. M.
Reels, which included Long
Bright Land, News, Going Places,
and Rhythm of the Game, were
shown after each program.
On October 31 a delegation from
Lander College will present a program at vespers, and on November
7, Mr. A. H. Ward, of Aiken, S.
C, and past president of the Clemson Alumni Association will be
guest speaker at vesper services.
FAIR GAME AT 2 O'CLOCK
Clemson, S. C.—The ClemsonCarolina South Carolina Fair
Week football classic will start at
,2 o'clock. An ungrounded rumor
started a week ago that the game
would begin at noon but officials
of both institutions have denied
this.

Clemson, S. C.—It's a little out
of season, perhaps, but Bob Jones
is smiling over his Clemson boxing
prospects. Teddy Boselli, star bantam-weight who was out of school
last year returned this fall. Back
are "Pipper" Murray, featherweight, and junior welterweight
Russell Dorn, vthe two fistic terrors who represented Clemson at
a national tournament on the Pacific coast last year.

I Pete's Lunch
Room No. 2
TRY DELICIOUS
SANDWICHES AT
PETE'S LUNCH
Greenville, S. C.

A
'What We Say It Is—It Is'

HALE'S
Leading Jewelers and

SIDELIGHTS

Compliments of

... It will be a case of local boy makes good Thursday
when Bill "Dusty" Wiles, a native Columbian, returns home
to play against Carolina. Dusty, a former backfield ace on
the Columbia high school team, is yet to wear a Clemson
uniform in defeat in a football game with Carolina. As a
satelite on Bob Jones' Rat eleven back in 1934, Dusty contributed more than his share to down the Biddies in a 13-0
shellacking. Again in 1935 and 1936, as a member of the
Bengal varsity squad, he watched the Gamecocks succumb
to the Tiger onslaught, and it is with a clean slate in mind
that Dusty is zealously conditioning for the State Fair classic.
Along with Dusty, several Bengal luminaries will be facing the Carolina eleven for the last time, namely, Fred Wyse,
gigantic tackle; Al Sanders, great blocking back; Don Marshall, sub center who was recruited when a broken leg forced
Captain Harold Lewis to the sidelines; Tom McConnell, outstanding defensive end; Red Bethea, unsung diminutive
back; Oliver Payne, dynamic guard; Bill Bryant, mammoth
guard; and Herbert Miller, towering tackle.

The Brown Derby

Diamond Merchants
Greenville, S. C.

Greenville, S. C.

Playing all season with the same
spirit and fire which enabled him to
keep his position at guard intact
all last season against larger men
bidding for. the berth, Oliver; Payne
will start the fracas Thursday. It
is interesting to note that he played six, sixty minuts games last
year.

Special Low Prices!

The Army Store
We Appreciate the
Patronage of Clemson
Cadets
7 South Main Street

Kindness is the golden chain by
which society is bound together.—
Goethe.

"" Greenville, S. C.

SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS
BATH ROBES, PAJAMAS

ORNDUFF
DEPT. STORE
20 South Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
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Baby Bengals Meet Biddies In Little Classic
*m.

m&m
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Today Clemson's husky grid
squad (above) will make their bid
for the state title when they clash
with the Carolina Gamecocks in
the annutl State Fair Classic.
Though losing three tough games
in a row, the morale of the squad
is excellent, and the Bengals are
ready to show might against the
high-flying birds. Missing from
the fray will be Captain Harold'
Lewis and end Gus Goins.

►*•«

**'
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Under the guidance of the Clemson Board of Strategy (left), the
Royal Bengals have made creditable showings in four of the hardest games in Clemson football history. These Men Behind the Scenes
who pilot the Tiger's gridiron destiny are (standing, left to right):
Head Coach Jess Neely and Coaches Davis, Howard, and McMillan;
(kneeling, left to right): Coaches
Jones and Dillard.

'

1937 CUB ROSTER

[■ *

W
«»

No.
Name
21 Stanford
22 Blessing
23 Pasley
25 Floyd
26 ,Dickert
27 Rion
28 Lancaster
29 Maness
31 Gaston
32 Tisdale
33 Blair
34 Trobaugh, N.
37 Durant
38 Horton
*
39 Pearce
40 Deitz
41 Bolding
'
42 Donald
43 Wilson
44 King
45 Foster
46 Timmons
48 Trobaugh, E.
49 Webb, H.
50 Wilson, W
53 Sally
54 Huckaby
55 Hunter
56 Abee
59 Hall
60 Webb, B.
61 Richardson
62 Holland
63 Hamer _
65 Whitsell
-.
61 Tarrance
66 Soubeyroux
67 Lachicotte
68 Park
69 Chandler

Watch Repairs!
All Work Guaranteed

Pos.
B
C_
E
B
B
B
E
B
B
G
T
C
G
B
G
G
B
B
G
E
T
B
T
E
T
G
B
B
E
T
T
C
T
G
B
B
B
E
G
B

Belk-Simpson
Company

Crystals Fitted
Watch Bands

Men's and Boys'
Department Store

Paul Feinstein
Clemson, S. C.

Wt.
172
180
200
178
190
175
180
155
170
190
190
185
153
175
151
180
160
162
167
185
170
178
172
165
188
182
205
158
165
190
235
162
175
210
155
163
150
160
180
167

Greenville, S. C.

RECORDS SHOW
BENGALS MIGHT
Bengals Ruffle Feathers Of
Roosters For Decided
Edge In Series
When the Tigers and the Gamecocks take the field against each
other Thursday, it will mark the
36th time that these traditional
rivals have met on the gridiron.
This game will also be the 29th
consecutive time that they have
met, relations having been discontinued during the period 1902-09.
Of the 3© games that have been
played, Clemson has emerged victorious 23 times to the Gamecock's
11. In 19116 the teams fought to
a 0-0 deadlock.
The scores for the past games
are as follows:
1896—Clemson 6, Carolina 12.
1897—Clemson 24, Carolina 0.
1898—Clemson 24, Carolina 0.
1899—Clemson 34, Carolina 0.
1900—Clemson 51, Carolina 0.
1901—Clemson 22, Carolina 10,
1902-JClemson 6, Carolina 12.
1909—Clemson 6, Carolina 0.
1910—Clemson 24, Carolina 0.
1911—Clemson 27, Carolina 0.
1912-^Clemson 7, Carolina 27.
1913—Clemson SS, Carolina 0.
1914—Clemson 29, 'Carolina 6.
1915—Clemson 0, Carolina 0.
1916—Clemson 27, Carolina 0.
1917—Clemson 21, Carolina 13.
1918—JClemson 39, Carolina 0.
1919—Clemson 19, Carolina 6.
1920—Clemson 0, Carolina 3.
1921—'Clemson 0, Carolina 21.
1922—'Clemson 3, Carolina 0.
1923—Clemson 7, Carolina 6.
1924—Clemson 0, Carolina 3.
1925—Clemson 0, Carolina 33.
1926—Clemson 0, Carolina 24.
1927-^Clemson 20, Carolina 0.
1928—Clemson 32, Carolina 0.
19129-JClemson 21, Carolina 14,
1930—Clemson 20, Carolina 7.
1931—Clemson 0, Carolnia 21.
1932—Clemson 0, Carolina 14.
1933—-Clemson 0, Carolina 7.
1934—Clemson 19, Carolina 0.
1935—'Clemson 44, Carolina 0.
1936-^Clemson 19, Carolina 0.
1937—^Clemson ?, Carolina ?

Strongest Freshmen Teams
In History Of Carolina
Football Annals
Rat Game.
Tomorrow night Melto field will
see two husky and versatile freshmen teams clash when the Clemson
and Carolina Freshmen raise the
curtain on the Fair week festivities. With the rise of varsity football prowess in South Carolina it
naturally has necessitated more
powerful freshman teams and this
year both schools have gleaned the
high schools in congratulating the
most able squads in their history.
The Tiger Cubs gave vent of
their calibre in winning the only
inter-collegiate game of the season to date, defeating Erskine
frosh 81 to 0. Six full teams saw
service in the game, scoring at
will over a weaker but ever game
eleven.
Big And Fast.
Coach Bob Jones has amassed a
squad of brawny linesmen and fast,
shifty backs with three complete
teams, one about as strong as the
other, ready to start. It will be
quite a problem for him to ascertain just what combinations will
give him a maximum of power. In
the innumerable scrimmages with
the varsity, first one and then another overgrown Cub has made the
first stringers set up and take notice. However, you may be sure
that you can count on Bob Jones
to deliver the best where it is most
needed.
While the Tiger Cubs have been
delivering the goods the Carolina
Freshmen have been making no
mean record for themselves. Last
Saturday they set Georgia Frosh
back 25 to 0, and in a previous
game defeated P. C. Rats by a decisive score. if,
Columbia's Rion.
Rion, Columbia High School
sensation of a year ago, wiirhave

an opportunity to sparkle again in
his home town. However, this time
it will be on the opposite side of
the fence in that he will be heading
the Tiger attack. From his performance so far this year he is destined to football glory during the
next three years.
The state of Alabama's contribution to the Clemson football outfit
is Huckaby, a husky interference
halfback.
Another Cub giving
promise is Blair, of Savannah, who,
after starting off the season as an
unknown substitute, has sweated
his way to a first string berth.
The game will be one of those
in which anything can happen and
should be a fast moving, thrilling
encounter from start to finish.
The probable starting Clemson
lineup is as follows:
Ends—King and Webb.
Tackles—(Blair and Hall.
Guards—Hamer and Tilsdale.
Cen ter—Bles sing.
Halfbacks—Huckaby and Stanford.
Fullback—Diokard.
Quarterback—Rion.

PIKE and PATTERSON
"Official College Barbers"
Located In Barracks No. 1
And Sloan Building
"Look For Our Signs"

Crawford's
Dry Cleaners
MODERN METHODS
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROMPT & EFFICIENT
SERVICE

■^

MONEY TO LOAN AT LOW RATE OF INTEREST !
AH Business Strictly Confidential

The New Anderson Pawn Shop
311 S. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

FOR OVER FIFTY-TWO YEARS
THE SOUTH'S LEADING HOME FURNISHERS

HAVERTY FURNITURE
COMPANY
Greenville, South Carolina

I■

I

I

Compliments of

CLEMSON COLLEGE
LAUNDRY
—.4.

ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

Sinclair Products
Courteous and Efficient Service
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CLEMSON CAROLINA ROSTERS LISTED
Throngs Attend
CLEMSON SQUAD
Fair Classic
Watson Magee, Nashville, Tenn.
164
2
Charlie Woods, Savannah, Ga.

175

2

23

Wister Jackson, Starr

190

_1

25
26
27
28

Gilmore Moore, Rock Hill
Bill Wiles, Columbia
Canty Davis, Greenville
Joe Payne, Greenville

168
180
160
180

1
3
1
1

29
31
32

Loyell Bryant, Carthage, Tenn.
Bill Carlisle, Spartanburg
Jess Pritchett, Experiment, Ga.

155
168
195

1
1
3

33
34

Curtiss Pennington, Matthews, Ga.
Harold Lewis (Captain), Mullins

200
180

2
3

37

Grady Holman, Augusta, Ga.

165

2

38

Phil Chovan, Bethlehem, Pa.

170

2

39

Ben Pearson, Savannah, Ga.

165

r_2

40
41
42
43
44

Oliver Payne, Greenville
Holmes Heatwole, Washington, D. C.
Bob Bailey, Florence
Al Sanders, Camden
Robert Sharpe, Abbeville

173
135
170
170
180

3
2
2
3
1

45

Albert Segars, Hartsville

190

1

46
48
49
50
53
54
55
56
59
60
61
62
63
65
—

Walter Cox, Belton
Gus Goins, Fitzgerald, Ga.
Banks McFadden, Great Falls
Regan Fox, Landrum
Fred Wyse, Columbia
Don Willis, Greenville
Bru Trexler, Greenville
Tom McConnell, Anderson
!
Tom Moorer, Charleston
,
Bill Bryant, Marion
Herbert Miller, Ridgeland
Carl Black, Ward
Ralph Simmons, Pittsfield, Mass.
Dan Coleman, Saluda
Don Marshall, Savannah, Ga.

175
190
180
180
190
195
180
179
200
205
200
180
200
170
170

1
2
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
3
2
1
1
1
3

GAMECOCK ROSTER
13

Brown, Beaufort

B

_160

15
16

Bretz, Spartanburg
Hughes, Orangeburg

G
B

200
165

17
18
19
20

Stillwell, R., Johnston
Robinson, Chester
Turnbull, Graniteville
Durham, L., Greenville

C
B
E
B

192
147
184
175

21

Alexander, Toledo, Ohio

J3

202

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
32
33
37
42
44
45
47
50
52
53
54
55
56

Biggs, Carbondale, 111.
Makovic, Toledo, Ohio
Wilson, Jacksonville, Fla.
Baxter, Toledo, Ohio
Kalmback, Toledo, Ohio
Meyers, Toledo, Ohio
Tabor, Greenville
Howell, New Brookland
Lyons, (Captain), Conneaut, Ohio :
Simpson, Columbia
I
Norton, Easley
Martin, Toledo, Ohio
Little, Columbia
Urban, Toledo, Ohio __
Bethune, Gaffney
Dearth, Portsmouth, Ohio
Stroud, Darlington
Wienges, St. Matthews
Sossaman, Gaffney
vs
Williams, B., Orangeburg
Durham, B., Greenville

58
59

Murray, Columbia
Edwards, Johnston

60
61

Williams, R., Hartsville
Long, Charleston

63
64

Hartell, Johnston
Hutto, Charleston

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
90
97

Burns, Gaffney
Stillwell, E., i Johnston
Granoff, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tobias, Columbia
Reynolds, Bishopville
Dorflinger, East Orange, N. J
Lonchar, Evanston, 111.
Clary, Gaffney
Snider, Toledo, Ohio
Crews, Columbia

T
T
B
E
B
E
B_
T
B
E
G
T
B
E
T
B
B
E
T
B
C

203
__160
149
193
143
170
190
195
150
190
160
240
164
172
190
167
180
175
190
157
195

— _G
B

180
160

E
T

169
209

C__
B

195
165

>-

C
E
T
G
G
,T
B
B
B
E

_200
191
204
165
182
208
156
175
175
170

THE TIGER SERVICE STATION
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
HAVOLINE AND TEXACO MOTOR OILS
i Courteous and Efficient Service
J. J. Wilson, Mgr.

■

(Continued From P«re One)

It is always worth while to walk
over to the poultry exhibit which
'consists usually of several hundred
fowl of the most popular breeds.
Directed by Scsams..
fl
The State Fair is controlled by
the South Carolina State Agricultural and Mechanical Society, who
own the fair grounds. The society
was organized in 1869 immediately after a convention of prominent
agriculturists, who had met together from all parts of the state, to
consider what steps to be taken in
behalf of agriculture.' A great
many of these men were Confederate soldiers and for many years
Confederates were officers and
leaders in the society.
The first president of the society was General Johnson Hagood
who had the admiration and love
,of South Carolinians generally for
his services during the war. He
was a large farmer and owner of
'fine horses. Memberships to the society were drawn principally from
the large farmers, who resided in
practically every county of the
state.
Col. J. Washington Watts of
Laurens county was one of the
principal exhibitors at the fair. At
the exhibitions, there were a number of thoroughbred horses, probably twelve or fourteen classes in
all. t Gradually interest in thoroughbreds has given way to standard bred horses shown.
Since the coming of the automobile, however, fewer horses have
been shown.
The carnival feature of the fair
was a rather late introduction. In
'the earlier date it was predominately educational, but it was always the greatest social event of
the year. Today, as always, the
State Fair, besides affording a
means of social activity, reflects
the industrial, agricultural, and
educational progress of the state.

OCTOBER 21, 1937

PROBABLE STARTING LINEUP
Clemson
56 McConnell
33 Pennington
60 Bryant
33iWoods
40 O. Payne
53 Wyse
62 Black
43 Sanders
21_Magee
39 Pearson
54 Willis

Pos.
LE _
LT
LG _
C _
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB
OFFICIALS
COVINGTON, Virginia
PERRY, Sewanee
,
HACKNEY, North Carolina
BAGLEY, Washington & Lee

Carolina
Myers 27
Howell 29
Bretz 15
"Big" Durham 56
Murray 58
Dorflinger 70
Urban 45
"Lit" Durham 20
-_ Capt. Lyons 32
Snider 90
Lonchar 71
Referee
Umpire
Headlinesman
Field Judge

f

EYE VIEW GIVEN
OF FAIR BATTLE
(Continued From Page One)

the Gamecocks will have a chance
against us Thursday. It's my opinion that Clemson will win, 19 to 0.
Jake Woodward: I think that
this will be one of the closest games
of the year. Both teams have a
very strong defense, and with a
little luck the Tigers should win.
Coach Neely: From reports
brought in by my scouts, I will
say that there is at 50-50 chance
of winning. It is much easier to
make statements after the game
than before it.
Colonel Weeks: Clemson has the
finest team in the history of the
school. We have ..a great team, a
fine bunch of boys who will fight
to the finish and a wonderful spirit. There is no doubt in my mind
that we will win.
J. C. Littlejohn: There is more *_,„
interest shown in the coming game
than ever before. From the way
Carolina boosters are talking,
Clemson will he hard put to win,
•but I think the Tigers will come
through.
Harold Lewis: We realize Carolina has a very strong team but
we have a great team and our
boys want to win. Only Thursday
can tell.
Dr. Sikes: 1' think this Thursday's game will be one of the best
and hardest State Fair games in
a good many years. I think Clemson will win, but they must dig in
and fight for every inch to gain a
victory.
T. I. Stafford: I think Carolina
will give us more competition this
year than in a long time. It will
not be a runover, but I think we
will win by two touchdowns.

WAYSIDE TEA ROOM
One Mile South of Clemson
» «

BRING YOUR SPECIAL GUESTS IN FOR
HOT DRINKS — SANDWICHES — CAKES
AND SHORT ORDERS
Mrs. Gambill, Mgr.

Open All Afternoon

BALENTINE'S
Home of "Aristocratic Pig"

• <

HAMS : BACON
PURE LARD
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
Greenville, South Carolina
'South Carolina's Own Meat Packers'

110 E. Court St., Phone 4300

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
PHILADELPHIA

»——*

Clemson Students!
THE FIRMS ADVERTISING IN

N "THE TIGER"
ARE FRIENDS OF CLEMSON AND ARE
DESERVING OF YOUR PATRONAGE

II

I
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COMPLIMENTS OF

flUwnsott (grill
"FROM A SNACK TO A BANQUET"

Clemson, South Carolina

